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Introduction

The Guidelines for Regional Site Planning represents

a modest attempt to come to grips with a number of questions

which underlie any effort the VRCCC makes to grapple with

the difficulties and complexities of its mandate.

I would list these questions as follows:

1. Who are the students that we want to
attract and serve?

2. kind of services do we want to
be good at in providing to students?

3. What are the ways by which we can
best develop and provide these services?

4. What kind of resources and staff de
velopment do we need to do the job?

5. How will we know whether or not we
have done the job we have set out
to do?

These questions will always nag us. They will always

persist to work their way into our thinking. Our planning

process is an attempt to respond to these questions with

planned action at a given point of time.

I hope that these Guidelines will provide us with a

"unity of process" by which we attempt to answers: these

questions and to satisfy the objectives of our organization.
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Provisional Planning Process for Regional Site Plannin
To be revised & rewritten in June, 1972)

Planning Steps

In this section, I have at-

tempted to describe the various planning steps which I have worked out

with Regional Sites to help them begin a process of Regional Site Plan-

ning. These particular steps fall into a. short-term planning time -frame

limited to a trimester cycle of about four months. The trimester cycle

includes the trimester during which the courses of instruction are of-

fered, and also includes the period before such a trimester when stu-

dents are contacted and recruited and when courses and programs are be-

ing developed.

I deliberately chose to begin my planning efforts at VRCCC at the

Regional Site level (and not at the Central Office level) within a

short-term time-frame because the most immediate problems confronted by

VRCCC at the time of my appointment involved operational development at

the field level and it seemed to me that these most immediate problems

were also the most important. Unless an attempt to plan field opera-

tions was made in the very beginning, there not,only would be very

little on whiCh to build, but it would become increasingly more diffi-

cult to introduce planning as time went on.

I also found that it would be much harder, and would require more

experience with the Commission to be able to help in long-rangy planning

at the Central Office level. Only now am I in a position where I might
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be able to make a contribution at this level with the long-term (one or

more years) in mind.

These planning steps are designed to help "operational planning";

that is, the planning of Regional Site objectives and how to design ac-

tivities to help achieve objectives.

The process of planning as described here began in the summer of

1971 and ended temporarily in late December, 1971. I helped Regional

Sites plan for the February - May trimester. Not all of the planning

steps have been fully developed or implemented. Those that are not ao

developed will be indicated in the text. Copies of Regional Site plans

appear in Appendix A. These planning steps are provisional, and I in-

tend to encourage Regional Site staffs to help me modify and change

these planning steps so that our final draft might be based on the real-

ism of their needs and grounded in the reality of their experience gained

during this winter trimester when the initial plans are implemented and

in operation.

In March, 1972, we will resume our planning efforts. The time be-

tween December and March was used to implement plans developed thus,far

in our first "planned" trimester cycle.

Organization of the Planning Steps

The planning steps are di-

vided into two general parts: (1) those steps which have to do with

the setting of objectives or desired outcomes, and (2) those steps which

have to do with the designing of operations or means by which objectives
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and outcomes are achieved. Section I and II are the "objective".steps,

and Section III - VI are the operational or "means" steps.

The steps are arranged not only by distinct organizational function

and by time sequence, but also by level of specificity For example tfie

Objectives Planning Steps are arranged so that the planner mares from

the general and abstract to the specific and concrete:- There are

dozens of terms which could be applied in dessribing these Planning

Steps - the literature is full of the.-terms designated by one or another

expert. That I have done inAhoosing terms, was to choose terms which

I felt would be most,matural and comfortable for the people with whom I work

and which wers4nsistently used throughout our planning work.

/Decision Rules for Planning

Obviously planning involves

making choices, and choices are made consciously or not within,a set of

rules and biases that one who makes the choices has. The most dif-

ficult aspect of designing a planning process to be utilized by Regional

Site staff is to identify and articulate the obvious and the not so ob-

vious baises and rules which should or should not affect the making of

a decision or choice. In many cases the rules for making a decision

have to be made by the Regional Sites themselves. In such cases I am

primarily interested in what the rules are and whether or not they make

sense to the Regional Site staff themselves and in regard to our Commis-

sion policies as well.
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Some decision "rules" have been given to us by our grant and by our

Commission corporation members in the form of obligations and policies.

In such a case I have tried to encourage that these rules be followed.

For example, when a Regional Site chooses the student target populations

that it will attempt to enroll in VRCCO it will have to take into account

the decision "rule" policy (which comes from our Grant) that highest

priority goes to people who are in the poor or disadvantaged economic

conditions.

In this outline of planning steps I have included certain f Tortant

decisions rules which we have thus far followed, or which I suggest we

consider. Other decision rules are still being worked out. Where a

decision rule is not directly or indirectly prescribed by a Commission

policy or grant obligation, I have tried to encourage Regional Site

staffs to design their own decision rules. At the very least, I think

we need to be aware of what decision rules were followed in reaching

a planning decision.

It is very much in the nature of a Regional Site staff to resist

an attempt to design a rational system for making planning decisions,

due to the daily pressure to focus on daily problems, but I have found

that once this process has begun it can gather a momentum of its own

and the staff can begin to believe more and more in the value of such

an effort.

Information 2alts for Planning

Good information is essen

tial if good planning decisions are to be made. For this reason, an
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Information System for Regional Site Planning must take a front and

center priority for further development if we are ever to operate with

credibility to ourselves, our objectives, and to the public. Utilizing

good information in planning is tho equivalent to "doing our homework"

before a planning decision is made.

I started to design an Information System in the summer, 1971, in

order to provide Regional Site staffs with some information base for im-

plementing the first two planning steps (which were implemented in

January and February). However, the completion of the Information

System will take a great deal more time, and it will be the responsibil-

ity of each Regional Site Co-ordinator to update and develop the Infor-

mation System once it has been fully designed.

By summer, I hope to complete the development of a Planning

Information System Index. I hope to develop a complete index

system to be used along with the Planning Steps Guidelines. Then each

planning step can be keyed to the Information System Index. The Infor-

mation System Index would describe the relevant pieces of information

and where they can be located for use in planning.

The Information System Index numbers are not provided in this Re-

port (though space is provided for them), but will be added when the

Information System is fully designed - hopefully by June, 1972.

Delegation of Responsibilitz

These Planning Steps do

not include guidelines covering the management by which plans are designed
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and implemented, since the development of this management system is, in

fact, an objective of the planning step (V). However, in order to begin

the process of plan design and plan implementation, the Regional Site

Co-ordinator should delegate responsibility for planning design and im-

plementation to specific staff members. Part of the job specifications

and job contracts could be in the form of assigned responsibility for

each planning step.

The names of the staff member responsible for each step of the

plan should be clearly listed along with the plans themselves.
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PLANNING STEPS

I. Setting priorities

Setting priorities is a

process of decision-making by a Regional Site staff in which the

staff choose from among many alternatives a limited set of opera-

tional goals which that Site will attempt to achieve during the

planning period or trimester cycle. At the priority- setting level

of planning, these general goals need not be specified in measure-

able or observable terms. They merely need to be identified, de-

fined, and selected as priorities.

The general operational goals fail within four planning
categories:

1. Outreach, recruitment, and enrollment of special
student target populations.

2. Geographic location of VRCCC offices and manpower.

3. Development of educational program areas.

4. Development of individual and group organizational
skills and capabilities for performance.

The guiding policy or decision rules for setting priorities
include the following:

1. Follow Grant Obligations and Commission policy
interpretations of Grant obligations.

2. Follow Commission policies and Director's policies.

3 Take into account VRCCC capabilities - its strengths
and weaknesses.

4. Utilize the beat information available to determine
priorities consistent with Grant obligations and
Commissior. policies. Decisions must be documented
utilizing approttriate iaformation and research.
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C,ther decision rules are described where appropriate under
the specific priority catagory in this planning step.

A. Setting Priorities: Student Target Populations

Student target populations

include groups of students to whom the VRCCC Regional Site 3taff

assigns highest priority for its deliberate efforts at outreach,

recruitment, councelling, and enrollment of students. At this

level of planiling the potential student target populations are

identified and priority is assigned.

Decision Rules: 1) Regional Sites in setting priorities must

follow Grant Obligations and Commission Policies which state that

VRCCC is to serve 50% disadvantaged people. 2) Regional Site must give

priority to (a) continuing students (b) previous student applicants,

(c) ABE graduates, and (d) students under contract. 5) RE:gional

Sites must have a policy as to whether or not students who, have

other educational services available to them are to be included

1
in the priority student target population.

The Information Systel. must be used in making any decision in

regard to the selection of student target populations.

B. Setting Priorities: Geographic Location Commitments

Geographic location priori

ties include areas and towns where regional staffs decide to locate

offices and the allocation of rtaff time. Geographic locations are

selected on the basis of where the student target populations are

1See Footnote on Page 15 which is a vital extension
of this section on Student Target Populations.
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located, where the greatest educational needs are determined, and

where it is possible to gain necessary in-kind comuunity services.

(Information System Index
numbers will go here
eventually)

Information System:

C. Setting Priorities: Educational Program Priorities

A program is a general

area of study made up of the individual courses in that program,

such as a major academic discipline or professional skill area.

The initiative for designing a program can come from the Central

Office or the Regional Site. While much discussion has been

given to how a program priority is to be determined, we are

still far from having developed e clear decision-making process

for determining program priorities. We usually undertake some

form of a need or demand survey, but we have no criteria by

which a survey of one general field of study is undertaken over

another field of study. Nor do we have a criteria by which an

adequate needs and demand survey is to be undertaken, though we

have attempted at least one such survey in tie Health Occupa-

tions field which was investigated in some depth. I would hope

tl--t in the next six months we would be able to develop a pro-

cess by which to determine program priorities.

In terms of the general thrust of our educational

programming, we need to set priorities from among these

program catagories: (1) academic program - far college

transfer credits and degrees. 9(2) career programs

- employable skill training; ( 3 ) literacy programs-

basic literacy skills, and (4) recreational programs,
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The VRCCC has not developed a policy regarding educational

programming as it should relate to the manpower and employment

picture in Vermont or elsewhere. It has been argued in a number

of passing remarks made in VRCCC educational programming discus-

sions that the VRCCC is not an "employment agency" or essentially

a manpower training agency, and I would agree with this position.

However, we cannot help to serve this function to some extent

whether or not we deliberately set out to do so. Educational

institutions including graduate professional schools have tradi-

tionally divorced themselves from the world's or neighborhood's

reallty of how people actually make a livelihood. It may not b)

wise to perpetuate this traditional attitude when it comes to

taking into account or ignoring manpower and occupational for-

casting information in setting educational programming priori-

ties, especially since it is possible to take such variables into

account. I am not suggesting, however, that the VRCCC become an

employment agency or the manpower training agency/ what I am

suggesting is that the VRCCC discuss this whole issue and come

up with a clear policy which defines our role in regard to this

issue.

The VRCCC has not developed a policy regarding educational

programming which is integrated into larger than exclusively edu-

cational problem-solving.contexts. For example, the conditions of

poor housing, poor health, poor employment, poor education,

and powerlessness contribute to the whole syndrome of the



condition we so loosely call poverty. The input of education it-

self may not be enuugh to make any difference to poor people who

simply take courses from us, but it is possible to plan with

other agencies and community resources a program around which the

whole syndrome cfpoverty is attacked simultaneously rather than

isolating the small pieces of the problem and attacking, for ex-

ample, only the educational problem or the health problem in

isolation from each other. The role of the VE/PCC could be to

plan and deliver services consistant with the over-all project

strategy of multi-input effort. The housing shortage problem

presents us with a more specific case in point in which a multi-

input effort might prove useful. Training people to build their

own homes not only provides people with training for making a

living, but helps solve their own housing problem as well as im-

prove the environment and property tax base.

This sort of approach and this sort of planning is feasible,

but requires a great deal more advance planning and organizing.

This sort of planning makes more sense to the planner because

the planner is interested in taking into account as many of the

relevant change variables as possible when engaged in his problem-

solving and planning work.

This type of planning and programming has not been discussed

at VRCCC because it has been pre-mature to do eo, but the approach

will be open to us as an option, and T hope we will have the oppor-

tunity to discuss it eventually.
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D. Setting Priorities: Organizational Development Priorities

In addition to developing

an effective "external" operation in the field, the VRCCC Regional

Sitea are attempting during the planning phases of our grant to

develop an effective "internal" operation as well. By "internal"

I refer to development of organizational capabilities to perform

as a competent institution. of course, the development of "in-

ternal" skills and capabilities is necessary if "external" or

field operations are going to be successful. We need staff and

we need an organization which can do the things that our special

form of a non-campus open community college needs to do. Both

our Grant and our mandate from the Governor requires us to develop

our "internal" operations.

Setting organizational development priorities involves the

identification of organizational problems, and the organizational

capabilities that we are seeking to solve our present problems

and achieve VRCCC objectives.

After many discussions and meetings both at the Central Office

and at Regional Sites, a number of general organizational objec-

tives have been generated which the staff want very much to work

on. These are as follows: To plan for and implement (1) a coun-

selling system, (2) teacher and student support systems, (3) the

learning system, (4) processes for planning and management, (5)

staff development. Other objectives are specified by each

Regional Site.
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Decision Rules: At least part .-)f the priority-setting pro-

cess should include (1) the use of the In-process and termination

evaluation information which is completed by previous teachera

and students who rate various aspects of their VRCCC experience,

and (2) Regional Site staff self-evaluation. These evaluations

may be able to help regional rite staffs identify areas for

organizational development.

Information System: IIMMIN1

1See page 10. In addition to distinguishing our
potential student "target populations" in terms of eco-
nomic and educational resources and attainment, we may
want to further distinguish students in terms of their
personal "approach to learning."

I number of recent studies have brought to light
that it would be useful to distinguish between students
who are "traditional" - are comfortable in conventional
school environments and share academic values, and
"non- traditional" studeris who seek other ways to learn
and have more career-vocational skill goals. Further-
more even dropouts can be distinguished between those
who dropped out because they could not tolerate
"traditional" schooling, and those that dropped out
because they had to, but who did not necessarily ob-
ject to traditional learning environments.

Perhaps, we should (1) consider the types of
students we want to go after in terms of "approach
to learning';" (2) consider the type of programs and
learning environment we need to build taking into
account the economic, educational attainment, and
approadh to learning" charateristics of our students,
and (3) build a student support system which take
these factors in account.

It is too early to suggest policy, but I would
suggest we examine more closely what are referred to
in Beyond the 0 en Door as the "New Students."
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II. Setting Specific Objectives

Setting specific objectives

involves a process of translating planning priorities into specifio

concrete and measureable Regional Site objectives. An "objective"

in this sense means the desired "outcome" or "result" of Regional

Site activities at the end of any given planning period. It is

crucial to objective-writing that specific objectives be written

in concrete and observable terms so that effective operations

planning, management, and evaluation can take place. In this way

the regional site manager can always relate the activity in his

Regional Site with the objective: in that Site. In short, if ob-

jectives are not specific the planning process will have no mean-

ing for anyone in VRCCC.

A. Setting Specific Objectivess Student Target Populations

Specific student target

population objectives are determined by Regional Site staffs who

translate the target population priorities into specific numbers

of students which the Regional Site staff will deliberately at-

tempt to contact, counsel, enroll, and support. In defining the

target population objectives, the Regional Site has the option to

specify a level of performance in a course, or a rate of comple-

tion of a course for a specific target population when it seems

to be an important component of the desired outcome of the ob-

jective.
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Decision Rules: In translating target population priorities

into specific numbers, regional site staffs will have to take into

account (a) their manpower capability to implement outreach and

enrollment programs for each target population, (b) their own

special skill capability to deal with certain target populations,

(c) the program capability of the VROCC to relate to target popu-

lations, and (d) whether or not students have alternative educa-

tional opportunities with other agencies and educational institu-

tons.

The decision rules that have guided the planning decisions

should be listed along with the student target population objec-

tives themselves.

Information System:

Objective Setting: Geographic Location Commitments

In this planning step the

Regional Site staff (1) determines specific locations in which to

operate programs for the target population, (2) allocates staff

time to each geographic location, and (,) decides whether or not

it will operate part-time or full-time in each chosen location.

Time is allocated in specific terms by specifying the percentage

of time each staff member will actually be present in each geo-

graphic location.

This planning step is intended to try to helpthe Regional

Site staff to organize itself around specific time commitments
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(which, of course, reflect a site or an individual's own priori-

ties, conscious or otherwise), and help a Site figure out just

what its human manpower resources are. As a result of this plan-

ning step, it is possible to further refine the priorities and

enhance individual staff awareness of just what a priority means

in the personal terms of their own working time.

Decision Rules: The time commitments should reflect tile

original priorities assigned to each geographic location. At

this point in the decision-making, staff members should know of

be able to determine quickly whether or not adequate community

resources will be available in each intended geographic area -

especially in those areas in which highest priority is assigned.

The information System is very useful in this step. It can

help the Regional Site determine areas of relatively high need

in comparison with other areas in the same region. :n order to

rationalize decision-making in this step (the rationality is

always balanced with political and other considerations, of

course), it is possible to rank the areas in a region according

to the greatest need of each target population in order to

identify the area in which the target populations are most con-

centrated, or where community problems in regard to educational

problems are the greatest. For example, if student drop-outs

from high school make up a student target population, it is pos-

sible to find out in what geographic areas drop-outs are a most

serious problem by consulting the Information System Chart on
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high school drop-outs. This chart gives each school's and area's

percentage or rate of drop-outs. This would also assume that the

community chosen for VRCCC outreach efforts is co-operative and

there are resources available to do the job.

Information System:

C. Setting Objectives: Educational Program Objectives

As discussed in the plan-

ning steps gOverning priority setting, the VRCCC has not had suf-

ficient time and experience to work out a rational set of guide-

lines for selecting program priorities from among the many pos-

sible educational program alternatives. Nor has it had time to

consider a process of complex, multi-agency program planning

to attack some of the deeper and related problems associated with

poverty and educational deficiency.

However, in so far as the setting of specific program and

course objectives is concerned, the VRCCC has developed a rigorous

and sophisticated process for setting these objectives. Each

educational program and course must be translated into specific

program and course objectives. This process is described in the

VRCCC Handbook For Course Planning and Evaluation, and has just

been completed for us by a group of outside consultants. The

staff has been introduced to the mechanics of this planning pro-

cess in a two day workshop. The essence of the Handbook is that

programs and their deriv courses are translated into objectives

in concrete and measurable terms.
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The need for further planning on this planning step still ex-

ists. First, the process by which programs are initiated and

validated needs to be further worked out. At present every pro-

gram must be "authorized" by a State Advisory Council which the

VRCCC appoints. The State Advisory Councils (SAC) are comprised

of three members who are recognized teachers in the particular

program area, three recognized professional practitioners in the

field, and three students enrolled in the field. The SACs set

guidelines which specify the reciuisite curriculum content of a

program. Courses which are derived from a Program then are de-

veloped which are consistent with the SAC Program guidelines.

The Handbook defines the form in which the programs and courses

are specified.

It is likely that the Central Office will be planning the

process by which SACs are brcught into the program-planning ac-

tivity utilizing the Handbook.

Second, the Regional Site staffs have to plan just what their

specific course planning process will look like. The Handbook

is but a guideline, and Regional Sites have some freedom as to

how they will interpret these guidelines. It is a task of the

Regional Sites to plan just what form their own course planning

will take and it is hoped that this will be accomplished in the

next few months with the aide of John Chater who heads the

Central Offices Special Projects' team.

Information Systems
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D. Objective Setting: Organizational Development

Organizational development

objectives setting is a planning step in which Regional Site

staffs translate their priorities for organizational development

into specific, observable, operational terms. That is to

say, Regional Site staffs translate priorities into objectives

which are in the form of skills and organizational capabilities

that they wish to see operating in their Site. For example, if

an organizational development priority is to develop a student

support system the concurrent specific objective could be for

the staff to develop and implement a student support system

which will be rated high by the students themselves.

Organizational development objectives should be in the form

of the specific uet of operations in which the organization

gains capability as the outcome or result of the development

period within the scope of the plan. Organizational objectives

(desired outcomes) should be defined and be specific enough so

that the Regional Site Staff can evaluate their progress towards

meeting those objectives.

Decision Rules; The Regional Site staffs should in group dis-

cussion evaluate themselves and their own regional organization

in terms of its present capability to support teachers and stu-

dents, provide counselling, plan and manage, and other functions

necessary to the effective operation of the Site. .Then the Site

should identify those operational functions which seem to be
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deficient and identify a solution or "c.,,anizational development

objective" which might repair the deficiency. In later planning

steps the Regional Site staff will have the opportunity to work

out means by which their organizational objectives can be achieved.

The planning steps that follow are designed to attempt to

help guide the planning of operations necessary to achieve the

planning objectives.
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III. Student Support System

The most complicated opera-

tional pattern to design is that of VROCCis student support system.

We have, in recent months, begun to give serious discussion to

this task. We are still engaged in discussion over just what com-

ponents a good student support system should include. The design

of such a system involves almost every staff member. I have

helped our staff engage in discussion over system design and will

continue to do so until we have a clear idea as to the kind of

system we feel necessary to design. My role, then, is to insist

and assist on the design of a student support system, but not to

arbitrarily determine the design of that system.

Thus far, we have identified the following components of a

student support system: (1) Outreach, (2) Educational Counselling,

and (3) Logistical Support.

The task in the next few months will be to complete the

identification of the student support system components, and to

develop the plan for operationalizing the system. The time-frame

for each of the components lies within each trimester cycle, but

it is divided into three time phases: re-enrollment, period be-

fore enrolling in a course; in-course, during which a student is

enrolled in a course; and post-enrollment, after a stue,ent has

completed a course.

Information System: The information system for, the student

support system is crucial to the development of the Student
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Support System itself. In fact, much of the Student Support

System that is "support" is information that a student may want

or need. However, a formal information collection and retrieval

system for student support has not been developed and it is one

of the major tasks before us.

A. Student Support System: Outreach

The Outreach planning step

involves designing plans for making initial contact with students

in the target populations for.the purposes of recruitment and en-

rollment in VRCCC courses and programs (courses that already

exist or in new courses to be developed with the students them-

selves).

outreach is a vital function of the Regional Site as it is a

set of activities which enables VRCCC to reach traditionally hard-

to-reach potential students who might otherwise not take the in-

itiativii for one reason or another to enroll in VRCCC courses

and programs. Without an outreach effort made by VRCCC or on be-

half of VRCCC it is probable that we would not be able to satisfy

our grant mandate and target population priorities.

A policy guiding VRCCC method of developing outreach cap-

ability is still not fully developed. The VRCCC has thus far de-

pended on its counsellor staff to design and implement outreach

programs, but recently we have talked about the need to bring in

community poverty agencies such as the CAP agency to make the
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outreach efforts for us or at least to make referrals to us.

Whether or not we are able to rely on local community agencies

for student outreach programs, MCC will still be responsible

for (1) choosing student target populations and (2) designing

the overall strategy for outreach utilizing to a lesser or

greater degree other friendly agencies as our outreach agents.

Information System: Outreach with potential students in-

cludes the planning of the strategy or method for making con-

tact with students who fall within the Regional Site target

populations. The Regional Site staff identifies the kind of

information needed to locate such potential students as well as

the source of such information. In designing the outreach

strategy, the Regional Site staff may decide to utilize indi-

vidual and institutional help. A local poverty agency, a church,

or ethnic organization may be recruited to help in the outreach

effort.

B. Student Support System: Educational Counselling

The planning of an educa-

tional counselling component of the Student Support System in-

volves counselling services at the point that s. student is con-

tacted in an outreach effort and includes sustaining educational

counselling during the period of/time that the student has any

association with the VRCCO. Our Director of Counselling will be

helping our Regional Site counsellors design the educational

counselling system.
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No doubt that the process of planning such a system will in-

clude identification of (1) information on educational options

available to students, (2) counsellor and counsellor aide skill

and training needs, and (5) the method for providing both stu-

dent counselling and counsellor skill training during pre-enroll-

ment, in-course, and post-course phases.

Some of the student needs have already been identified in

discussions. These include (1) help in choosing a course or pro-

gram, and help in writing instructional objectives with a teacher,

(2) help in choosing the appropriate learning path to achieve an

occupational or other objective, (3) help a student identify and

utilize local community resources, and (4) develop "student appeca

process" to work out conflicts resulting from teacher evaluation

of student.

The Information System for counsellors has not been developed

in any formal sense, and it will be the task of the next six

months to design an Information System related to educational

counselling activities.

C. Student Support System: Logistical Support

Logistical support plan-

ning involves the planning of support for students which is not

directly educational in nature, but nonetheless is a necessary

form of support if a student is to succeed in VROCO courses.

Such non-educational or logistical support includes support that
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might help to knock down non-educational barriers that prevent a

student from enrolling or attending a VRCCC class. Day care ser-

vices, transportation facilities, health services, etc. are all

forms of logistical support which a student may need.

Counsellors may wish to set up a system of referral in which

students requiring one or another forms of logistical support

would be referred to agencies or services which can provide the

necessary support, and in the planning of class locations a

Regional Site will have to take into account a student's need

for logistical support.

The planning process for developing a logistical support

system involves the following steps: (1) identification of

logistical or non-educational barriers that prevent students from

enrolling in courses, (2) the possible solutions for overcoming

such barriers, and (5) the means by which solutions for over-

coming barriers can be developed.

Information System: An initial start has been made in setting

up an Information System for logistical student support planning.

We have begun a collection of general information on just what

barriers confront potential students. This part of the informa-

tion system needs to be expanded. Also, we need to systematically

determine what individual student problems are in regard to bar-

riers they have. It might also be a good idea to make a study to

find out from a surveyed community just what the problems of its

citizens are in regard to barriers discouraging them from gaining

educational experiences.
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IV. Teacher Support System

The planning of a system

of support for VRCCC teachers in each Regional Site involves the

designing of at least the following components: (1) a process of

disseminating to teachers VRCCC objectives, administrative pro-

ced. res and mutual obligations, (2) a curriculum development

process and system of evaluating courses, (3) role of the State

Advisory Counsils, (4) VRCCC staff development to help teachers,

and (5) information'for teachers on student needs, profiles, and

performance.

The VRCCC has spent a good deal of time and energy in the

last six months discussing the need for and requisites of a good

teacher support system. As of now we do not have a systematic

process by which teachers are supported in a variety of needs

that they might have. But we have worked out the framework for

designing such a teacher support system.

The framework we have developed covers a time-frame of three

phases in which inputs can be made: (1) "pre-service" - prior to

the beginning of teaching by the teacher, (2) "in-service" - dur-

ing the time when a teacher is actually teaching, and (3) "post-

service" - follow:141g the completion of teaohing a specific course

and during the course evaluation period.

The planning process for designing a Teacher Support System

requires Regional Sites to build each oomponent of the system

around the following planning steps:
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1. Determine what teachers need to know in regard to
each support component.

2. Determine how to provide what teachers need to
know.

5. Specify who will be responSible for providing what
teachers need to know.

A. Teacher Support System: Students

Students are the reason

for teachers. Beyond knowing about learning, teaching, and sub-

ject matter, teachers may need to know something about their stu-

dents as a group, or as a cluster of individuals sharing common

problems, or as individuals with individual and special problems.

Planning the "student" component of the Teacher Support sys-

tem should include thp design of a process by which teachers are

informed about their students and just how the characteristics of

their students might affect teaching strategies or relative class-

room failure and success. The VRCCC has a mandate to reach a

majority of students who are from poor and poorly educated back-

grounds. If we are responsible to the needs of our students we

must take into account in the classroom the special problems that

our students bring with them to the classroom that might affect

their experience with us. We need to be aware about these prob-

lems, but we also need to plan a strategy so that teachers are

equipped to respond to the various and special needs of students.
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B. Teacher Support Systems Curriculum Developmen- Process .

The planning of this

teacher support component includes planning for the support of

teachers in the following areas:

1. Learning Processes: providing background to teachers
on alternative learning environments and C.fferent
ways in which students can learn.

2. Teaching Modes: methods of teaching which a teacher
can utilize in a course.

3. Curriculum and Materials Resources: providing teachers
with accessibility to curriculum materials that they
might be able to use in a course. This also includes
various teaching aides. such as audio-visual materials.

4. "Course Planning and Evaluation Handbook": training
in the process of writing course objectives and of
implementing a course evaluation. This also includes
designing various routines by which students make in-
put into course planning and objectives writing as
well as evaluation.

The Course Planning and Evaluation Handbook is the key pro-

cess by which a course in VRCCC is planned, specified, and evalu-

ated. This series of planning steps has been designed in detail

by three outside consultants. However, it is very much a part of

the Teacher Support planning step to design the means by which

the course writing and evaluation process is to be integrated into

Regional Site operations, and to design the alternative means by

which students are included in the Course writing and evaluation

process. We are just beginning to implement this system and will

be working on it with considerable energy during the next six

months. John Chiter of the Special Projects Team in the Central

Office heads the Central Offices effort to provide Regional Site
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staffs with technical support in planning the final design and

use of the Handbook.

C. Teacher Support System: Role of the State Advisory Councile: (SACs)

SAC are State Advisory

Councils which are convened in order to design the guidelines or

"parameters" around each learning or program area. A program area

is usually an academic, vocational, or professional area of study.

A SAC is made up of three members each of recognized practi-

tioners in the program area, recognized teacher and academics in

the field, and three "consumers" or current students of the pro-

gram area.

Regional Sites do not convene SAC s; the Central

Office does. However, this planning step involves designing the

process by which a Regional Site can initiate a program area for

which a SAC can be organized and convened. Planning should also

include how the Central Office implements a new program to a

Regional Site - a program which the Regional Site may not have

initiated. At this moment programs are implemented without a

clear definition of tasks between Central Office and Regional

Site, and without a notion of co-ordinating the introduction of

programs and SAC guidelines into existing Regional Site trimester

plans and schedules.
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D. Teacher Support System: VRCCC Objectives and Administrative
Procedures

Regional Site staffs need

with
to plan ways of providing teachers/what they need to know about

VRCCC policies, obligations, and administrative procedures and

details. A teacher may need to know, for example, what arrange

ment she should make if he or she cannot make a class, or what

our policies are in regard to attendance in classes, training,

etc.

In discussions with two of the three Regional Site staffs on

this teacher support component, one Site suggested' preparing a

handbook for teachers, and another Site suggested an orientation

session when this information would be presented.
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V. Management

The management planning

step is concerned with designing the best system for over-seeing

the execution, monitoring, and evaluation of Regional Site plans

and projects. Over-all, management is the primary function of

the Regional Site co-ordinator, but most Regional staff members,

even if hired for a "technical" role rather than a "managerial"

role, have to a degree some supervisory responsibility over

specific Regional Site projects and support staff. IImover, it

remains the responsibility of the Regional Site co-ordinator to

identify responsibilities and delegate managerial or supervisory

authority.

The management planning step includes the design of the fol-

lowing tools, processes, and components of a Regional Site man-

agement system:

A. Planning: the process of clarifying Regional Site ob-
jectives and method of achieving objectives in light
of constraints and limited resources.

B. Budgeting: budgeting involves more than making an
accounting of receipts and expenditures. Budgeting
involves making allocation decisions on the basis
of known costs for each function or service per-
formed, estimated return or benefit for each allo-
cation and on the basis of program and service
priority.

O. Supervision and Control: the way in which a Regional
Site and each component of a Regional Site will be run.

D. Operations: This includes the design of ways of per-
forming Regional Site operations in a systematic and
well-planned manner. We could call this planning
step the planning for "operational systems". "Opera-
tions" are designed to achieve or "execute" planning
objectives.
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E. Scheduling: the planning of the time-frame and schedule
by which a plan is executed in all its various parts and
the stated objectives achieved.

F. Management Information System and Internal Communications:
the over-all planning for the development and utilization
of a Regional Site Information System that is designed to
help to improverdecisions which any potential user might
have to make - including managers, counsellors, teachers,
and students.

This planning step also includes the design of a re-
liable system of internal communication between central
and regimil offices, and between staff members in a
Regional Site.

G. Review and Evaluation: this step includes the design of
a system by which specific operational and educational
objectives are evaluated in terms of actual performance
so that a Regional Site can know just wl-at it is or has
accomplished and can make appropriate modifications of
its programs.

A. Management: Planning

This Planning Step includes

the whole process of developing a Regional Site Plan as outlined

in this document of provisional Planning Steps. While it seems

to be listed simply as one of many components of the planning ef-

fort, as the planning effort itself, it transcends the components

and is involved with each component.

The distinct activity of this planning component is the de-

velopment of a planning process for Regional Sites. The Regional

Site Co-ordinator has the responsibility for learning and apply-

ing a process of planning in the development of his Regional Site.

I have helped Co-ordinators make some initial, partial plane by

applying the provisional planning process. I will continueto
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develop the planning process with Co-ordinators as well as help

them adapt the process of planning to their own particular

Regional Site planning efforts.

I hope that Regional Site Co-ordinators, as part of the Staff

Development Program (see Planning Step III), will learn various

planning approaches which they can then apply to small or large

project design problems as well as other subsidiary activities of

their Regional Site.

Planning capability is a necessary first step to any form of

program and organizational development effort.

B. Management: Budgeting

Thus far, budgeting hae

been one of our most neglected variablesof change in Regional

Site operations. Cur "line budgets" have been fixed and rigid.

Regional Site co-ordinators have been presented with a budget

which in turn dictated a staff and certain expenses, and that

has been that.
1

Already co-ordinators ignore the uaual job

function that belong to the staff specified by the budget, be-

cause they have other ideas about the combination of staff

functions to be performed. The co- ordinator'a own staffing

policies may be better (and they probably are), but it does

make the budgeting design a useless tool for planning.

Our business manager has asked for information on expendi-

tures and receipts, but this has been difficult to acquire because

1Co-ordinators have made changes in their
budget, but they have not been able to use the
budget as a tool for planning and development.
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co-ordinators don't see much value to themselves in supplying this

information. The information is not used, in turn, as feed-back

to direct and modify Regional Site operations. In short, budget-

ing information doesn't seem to do Regional Site co-ordinators

any good. Hence, budgeting has not been the flexible tool for

the planner and manager that it should be.

What we should work for during the next year is to make budget-

ing this useful tool of planning and management. I recommend this

set of budgeting decision rules:

The Regional Site co-ordinator should design a budget
to cover a period of a year which reflects and helps
achieve Regional Site trimester cycle objectives.
Budgeting should involve making decisions for alloca-
ting funds on the basis of known alternatives.
Budgeting decisions take into account the following:
(1) specific program and service objectives, (2)
known. costs for each service rendered and function
performed (i.e. counselling, teaching support system,
etc.), (3) knowledge of what combination of services
and functions will achieve maximum performance
results ("return on investment").

For example, if a trimester cycle objective is to enroll a

certain number of low income people and to help them complete

courses rather than dropping out, then we first need to know

what services contribute the most to helping such students com-

plete courses. If we learn that counselling or available trans-

portation is the "key" to low income stuients completing courses,

then our budget should reflect an allocation favoring counselling

or some transportation program.
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I have used only one example but there are many. We need to

bring to consciousness and to a working level the dynamics of

budgeting in our year and trimester cycle planning. We need to

introduce some element of what is called the Planning, Programing

and Budgeting System (PPBS).

The Central Office will generate some elementary cost infor-

mation this spring, but an over all cost benefit analysis prob-

ably won't be performed until summer. In the mean time, the

Regional Site co-ordinators should be prepared to help the

Central Office acquire considerable cost information even though

the "collection process" will seem at times inconvenient and

impersonal. The Central Office and the Regional Site co-ordina-

tors will also work on a system of regular feed back of budget-

ing information.

C. Management: Supervision and Control

Supervision and control

includes the management of Regional Site staff and of Regional

Site activities. VRCCC does not have a consciously designed

management system at either the Central Office level or at the

Regional Site level. In addition, VR000 has not hired experi-

enced managers for the Regional Site co-ordinator's position.

At this point in time VROCC has a very low management capability.

In the next year not only will Regional Site co-ordinators

and their managerial assistants have to be trained as managers,
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but a management yyatem for each Regional Site will have to be

planned and designed. In the spring of 1972 I will provide a

course for VRCCC managerial staff which will include both plan-
is

ning and management training. by hope/that this formal "dose"

of planning and management training will raise the over-all

level of awareness of just how far we have to go in order to

have an effective management team.

I hope to build a management team around the "Management by

objectives" methodology and to build a "management information

system" into the management system.

D. Management: Operations

Each Regional Site per-

forms
.

a great number of individual activities each day. Each

activity, is, of course, an effort to be related to a Regional

Site's planned development objectives. The aim of the operations

planning step is to design ways by which functions and tasks can

be performed in some systematic and inter-related way rather

than b; random, seat-of-the-pants, and personally improvised ways.

For example, each student and teacher must evaluate each

other at the end of a course. There exists no regular, routine

way or system for performing these evaluations. The Regional

Site staff as part of its operations planning will have to devise

a system or "routine" by which students and teachers perform their

evaluations. Another example: VRCCC has no system for matching
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student demands with available instructional resources. This

process of "matching" will have to be thought out and built in

as a "system" in a Regional Site operation.

Operating systems arc, the only means for performing reliable,

regular, and easily manageable functions of the VRCCC.

E. Managements Scheduling

One of the planning tasks

of Regional Sites is to schedule over the time-frame of a tri-

mester all of the important phases, benchmarks, or "action steps"

as they relate to achieving Regional Site objectives.

At this time no over-all VRCCC scheduling of target dates

for meeting grant or other VRCCC objectives exists. I have helped

Regional Sites work out some short-term schedules (flow-charts)

tied to the trimester cycle, but Regional Site staffs still nead

more training to be. able to perform scheduling tasks adequately.

Scheduling should prove helpful to every member of the

Pegiongl Site staff since a schedule can show (1) deadlines and

starting dates for each action step, (2) the inter-relationship

between one action step and another, (3). the proper sequence of

an action step with another, and (4) the critical action step

network or "paths" which may require more concentrated manage-

ment and effort to complete.

Decision rules for a trimester cycle includes.the followings

1. Identification of all major Action Steps requisite
to the production of student attended programs and
courses of instruction.
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2. Ordering the Action Steps within a logical sequential
network.

3. Scheduling the "sequential network" of Action Step
"deadlines" within a time-frame of one trimester
period. Thus scheduling the "starting" date of
each Action Step.

4. Identification of Management implications of the
"Schedule" (ag. factors such as lead-time, Critical
Path Method, Co-ordination with Central Office, etc.)

5. Discussion of factors involved in Advanced Planning
with a lead time of (a) one year, (b) two years.

I will provide additional scheduling training in the manage-

ment course that I will teach this spring.

F. Management: Management Information System

The Management Information

System is at the heart of any management system that VRCCC is

able to develop. Each Regional Site uses a great deal of infor-

mation for making decisions, supervising day-to-day operations,

evaluating in-process activities or finished activities, and for

making reviews and modifications of plans and operations.

The Management Information System planning step involves the

planning and creation of an MIS which can help improve decisions

by any potential user including managers, teachers, and students.

It also includes the planning of a piocess by which information

can be transmitted between and among office staff.

I have attempted to help Regional Sites gather and organize

some of their information needs as they relate to planning. At

this point in time we are able to make a number of good rational
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decisions following the list ©d decision rules in the planning of

priorities and objectives and the development of outreach pro-

grams. However, we have just begun to organize information for

other aspects of planning, and of management and evaluation.

The approach to the planning of a Management Information

System might be as follows:

1. The identification of general information needs of
potential user, including managers, counsellors,
teachers, students, Central Office personnel, and
grant analyst.

2. Specifying of information needs of each potential
user based on an analysis of the kind of decision-
making and feed-backrequiremente of the user.

3. Determining where the information that is required
is located and how it can be acquired.

4. Determining the frequency of information output,
need for up-dating, and reliability of the infor-
mation.

5. Designing the form that the information will take.

6. Where it will be stored and how it can be retrieved.

7. Who will be the information gatherer.

The VRCCC unconsciously uses and ignores a tremendous amount

of useful information in each decision that a staff member makes.

Unless we are able to build a good MIS, the Reg....onal Sites cannot

really operate effectively. For example, the VRCCC is by defini-

tion an institution which is supposed to utilize existing re-

sources. That is, we not only use existing resources, but we

are expert at knowing about existing resources. If we don't have

system
a good information/we won't know about or be able to transmit to
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others what we know about existing resources. And in our weakness

we will be undermining a mador objective of the VRCCC.

I have included in the Appendix a copy of the index of our

Information System as it relates to the first three planning

steps (Priorities, Objectives, and Outreach).

G. Managements Evaluation

The evaluation planning

step involves the planning of a system of trimester "in-process"

and "terminal" evaluations df VRCCC performance in Regional Sites.

Evaluation serves two general purposes: (1) it helps us stay on

course and indicates needed changes and modifications of our plans

and operations, and (2) it helps us test many of our underlying

community college concepts.

In-process evaluation involves designing and integrating a

system of evaluation which will provide feedback to Regional

Site staff and Central Office staff who will need this informa-

tion in order to make modifications of plans and operations dur-

ing a trimester cycle (during "real time").

Terminal evaluations are implemented at the end of a trimester

cycle or longer time-frame to test the conformity between actual

outcomes of operations and the specified objectives of a Regional

Site plan. We do this to make modifications of both the planning

process and the operational system for the next trimester or

longer planning period. Terminal evaluations can be used to test
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the validity of specific concepts we employ, or specific strategies

we are attempting to develop in order to meet general VRCCC goals.

The major tasks of designing a Regional Site Evaluation

System include the following:

1. Identify specifically just what it is we want tc
evaluate or test.

2. Determine the criteria by which we can measure per-
formance with plans, or concepts with reality.
That is, we need to determine just what it is that
we will be looking for in order to make an evalua-
tion.

3. Translate "what we are looking for" into specific
information that we will need to collect. Deter-
mine how we are going' to collect that information.

4. Integrate Evaluation System information require-
ments into the operating structure of the Infor-
mation System.

5. Determine how to integrate the Evaluation System
into the Nanagement System (developing an "inter-
face") so that feedback of evaluative information
gets to those on the staff who need to use the
information to make proper changes and modifica-
tions of plans and operations.

We do not now have an over-all design for the Evaluation Sys-

tem, but we have begun to design some of the information compon-

ents of the Evaluation System. I have helped design a Student

Information questionaire which will tell us a great deal about

whether or not we are doing an effective job of outreach and

recruitment. A group of outside consultants have helped us de-

velop a system of student evaluation in which students evaluate

the services of Regional Sites. Neither of these.components

have been implemented though we expect to implement them this

spring.
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Beginning in Nply the entire staff will be involved in evalua

tion, so that the setting up of a structure for evaluation becomes

more and more important. Evaluation is one of the biggest tasks

ahead.
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VI. stAfT DevelopN.(!nt

Planning for Staff Develop-

ment involves the translating of a Regional site's organizational

development objectives into specific skills that stuff members

will need to have in order to o'ontribute to a level of organiza-

tional performance specified in the Regional Site's organizational

development priorities am' objectives.

The Governor's 'EXecutive Order #27 specifies that VRCCC staff

should be trained to operate a community coilege .effectively in

Vermont. Hence staff development and training is One of the

major objectives. during VRCCC's grant period. In addition, we

have some staff to whom we have contractual obligations to train

on the job.

Staff development and training is not limited to Regional

Site staff, but includes staff at all levels of the organization.

VRCCC staff is primarily a "pares- professional" staff, and staff

training, then, is an essential requirement if VRCCC is to de-

velop the professional excellence to fulfill its mission.

Within the npara-professional" description there are, perhaps,

two distinct groups: middle-class para-professionals, and low

income para-professionals. Many of the problems of each group

are shared, but zany are very different and require different.

for of support. With the help of our Director of Counselling,

Robert pine, we may all become more aware of the problems of

para-professionals and what we can do about them.
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Fortunately, the summertime has been sat for concentrated

staff development. Also, a graduate doctoral program in higher

education May be worked out with the University of Massachusetts

at Amherst. I am not sure that a summer training session, how-

ever well planned, is likely to solve all of the problems of

staff "under-development". But if the summer does not solve the

problem there will be little chance following that summer to

solve the problem because the VRCCC will become fully operational

again and planning and development projects will be pre-empted

by day-to-day operational problem-solving. Individual staff

development goals could be in the same form as suggested by the

Handbook for Course objectives.

Decision rules: Staff development includes the development

of all managers, counsellors, aides, and other support staff in

the roles in which these staff serve. The process of planning

for stuff training and development could include the following

steps:

1. Identify skill areas necessary to build organizational
capability, and staff problems that need to be solved.

2. Determine means by which the individual skil2s can be
learned, and problems solved.

5. Determine how to acquire the means by which staff can
obtain necessary training and development.

4. Develop a policy on personnel promotion or considera-
tion based on job performance and skill attainment.

5. Write specific job "contracts" with each staff member
.defining the job responsibilities, the job objectives,
and the time-frame for meeting job objectives.
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The current staff have really no notion as to where they can

expect to be in the organization in the next few years or even the

long-term. VRCCC is attempting to become a permanent part of the

higher education system in Vermont, and yet its own staff can't

feel that this is but a transient project rather than a life-long

profession in which they are participating and for which they are

developing themselves.
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